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Welcome to the third edition of Developing 
London. This issue focuses on some of our 
current projects which are either at design stage, 
on site or have recently been completed. We have 
an update on our team, sector specific news and 
some helpful insight pieces to read at your leisure.

We continue to work with some of the best 
clients who are leading in the continued evolution 
of workspace, commercial offices, residential 
developments and healthcare. We are only  
one part of the development process and we  
continue to work with great colleagues to deliver  
innovative and challenging projects.

As we look forward, we are continuing to invest 
in the future of our business, from our people 
strategy through to our continued use of cutting 
edge technology. 

Our overarching priority is always to provide 
accurate, calm and assured cost management 
services to our clients.

Thank you for your continued support and we 
look forward to continuing our relationship in the 
future. If you would like to know more about the 
content within Developing London, or any other 
matters, we would be delighted to hear from you.
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We are accurate.
This is a given but it’s often  
surprisingly overlooked.

Our partners spend  
more time on projects to  
ensure success.
Ask us about this or better still,  
ask our clients. It’s one of the 
foundations of exigere.

We are not a cost.
We have a fee of course, but it is not 
unusual for us to save the equivalent  
of this many times over throughout  
a project.

We do this by challenging and 
offering alternatives. 
We use our experience and  
knowledge to find ways to add  
value and save you money.

The best results come from 
our involvement from day one. 
That’s when we can drive the most 
value for a project.

We can also rescue  
failing projects. .
It’s never too late to ask us to  
come to the table and get a 
project back on track.

Over 90% of our projects  
come from repeat business  
or referrals.
And many of our colleagues choose  
us to work on their own schemes.

Our local knowledge 
has been built up over 
many years.
Our London focus keeps us  
ahead of the game.

Established in 

2012
London 
focused
400+ projects delivered

Fresh 
approach 
To cost management

Growing 
reputation  
In the market 

45+
Employees

7 MEP 
Specialists
In the team

Focused
 And steady

Growth 

Working  
with Industry

Leading 
Clients and designers 

Over 

95%
Staff Retention 

Meet the partners
A key differentiator of exigere is the level of 
involvement of the partners on projects. 

We believe greater input from experienced 
professionals is what clients need and as such, we 
provide much greater partner level input throughout 
the process. We have an absolute commitment to 
project success and believe this is the best way to 
achieve a successful project and outcome for all. 
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Martin Broughton
07973 941264 // 0207 920 3422
martin.broughton@exigere.co.uk 

Fiona Corcoran
07816 966019 // 0207 920 3405
fiona.corcoran@exigere.co.uk 

Dan Fryer
07946 528449 // 0207 920 3401
daniel.fryer@exigere.co.uk 

Niall Aitken 
07894 838371 // 0207 920 3415
niall.aitken@exigere.co.uk

David Happell
07710 459973 // 0207 920 3406
david.happell@exigere.co.uk  

Tony Catchpole
07880 745618 // 0207 920 3429
tony.catchpole@exigere.co.uk 

Peter Medland
07866 988436 // 0207 920 3407
peter.medland@exigere.co.uk  

Nigel Hawes
07342 881989 // 0207 920 3425
nigel.hawes@exigere.co.uk 

Russell Weir
07826 874766 // 0207 920 3427
russell.weir@exigere.co.uk  

Andrew Bennett
07862 254277 // 0207 920 3404
andrew.bennett@exigere.co.uk
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At exigere we strive to 
provide an environment 
where everyone enjoys 
coming to work and 
where people know they 
can go on to achieve. 
That’s why we developed 
our exigere ‘Everybody 
Counts’ commitment.

Carbon neutral  
and committed  
to the sustainability 
of our business

Encouraging healthy 
lifestyles

A diverse and inclusive 
workplace

Personality, 
character and  
a passion for  
the industry

Small enough  
to care,  
big enough  
to deliver
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A social conscience

Supporting 
great causes
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Specialising in the workspace sector, 
we hear from partner Russell Weir 
and associate Jack Lewis about their 
experiences working with clients  
to achieve specific demands for the  
fit out of their spaces, their designs  
and functionality. 
Russell Weir joined exigere last year, specialising in 
both the commercial workspace and development 
sectors. He has over 18 years of experience 
predominantly in the central London market. 

“I came across to exigere to help grow its 
workspace offering, utilising my experience of 
successfully managing a team of 30 surveyors  
at AECOM.” 

Fast forward 12 months and the workspace  
team are now appointed on several notable 
schemes with some of the biggest and most 
successful global organisations. 

“I think winning Google’s London headquarters  
in King’s Cross (KGX1), announced exigere’s arrival 
on the fit out scene. Although we were up against 
far bigger, more established practices, they liked 
our personable style and ‘partner led’ approach, 
which is something we feel sets us apart from  
the competition.” 

A large factor in exigere being chosen for KGX1,  
was Russell’s previous experience of delivering 
large, complex projects for the likes of Apple,  
Bloomberg and Sky. 

Russell has worked for over eight years on Sky’s 
Osterley campus, delivering several phases, 
including the award-winning Sky Central. This 
successful relationship has continued after a brief 
pause, with exigere currently working on three 
schemes for Sky.

“Russell is a hugely trusted 
colleague who has expertly built 
and maintained strong relationships 
at Sky and I would personally and 
professionally recommended him to 
any other business or colleague.”
Luke Fleming, Sky

“As well as working with familiar clients,  
we have also started working with new 
ones, for example with Twitter on its London 
headquarters in Piccadilly and Google 
DeepMind’s new fit out in King’s Cross.”  

We are only able to work on these exciting 
projects because of our fantastic workspace 
team, consisting of 13 surveyors. We have a 
young and dynamic team, from a mixture of 
backgrounds in different sectors, from legal and 
banking to TMT. 

One recent key recruit is Jack Lewis, who joined 
as an associate last year, with over 10 years’ 
experience of working within the London 
commercial fit out sector. 

“I was excited by the opportunity to join a  
dynamic team and help grow the workspace 
offering. We have already made some positive 
steps in this regard.” 

Since joining, Jack has been working with the 
professional team alongside Russell on KGX1, 
where Stage 3 has recently completed. 

“It’s great to be working on such a unique and 
large scale project. A big focus for the team is 
providing Google with a fully flexible space that 
can be easily reconfigured for different settings.”  

Jack is well suited to the demands of this project 
and brings with him a vast amount of high value fit 
out knowledge, working alongside clients such as 
Microsoft, Amazon and Facebook.  

“I’ve been fortunate enough to work with some 
great clients, and most recently with Facebook on 
its expansion at 10 Brock Street in Euston. The 
project spanned across 10 floors and consisted 
of both the refurbishment of existing Facebook 
occupied floors and the fit out of five new 
expansion floors. 

“The projects tend to be very design focused and 
build time frames are fast paced as the demand 
for reconfigured or new space continues.” 

As well as working within the TMT sector,  
Jack was heavily involved in Royal Bank of  
Canada’s (RBC) move to 100 Bishopsgate, where 
they occupy the podium levels 1-5 and a client 
suite on level 7. The move forms part of a  
consolidation of RBC’s two existing offices on 
Upper Thames Street. 

“I first started working with RBC back in 2016 so 
it’s great to see they have now moved into their 
new space in the heart of the city.” 

Looking to the future, Russell confirms that 
exigere’s workspace team plans to continue 
growing organically in the sector, as they have 
been over the last year. 

“Our strategy is always focused around quality of 
product and service for our clients. Therefore we 
will be selective with the clients and opportunities 
that we pursue to ensure that we continue to 
exceed clients’ expectations.

“We are very fortunate that most of our projects are 
recommendations from fellow consultants or repeat 
business from our loyal clients, which suggests we are 
offering a service that is professional, collaborative and 
ultimately, what clients want from their cost consultants.” 

Sky Central, Sky UK
Image: Hufton + Crow 10 Brock Street, Facebook

100 Bishopsgate, Royal Bank of Canada
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KGX1 
The office fit out of Google’s expansive new 
headquarters located at the heart of London’s 
Knowledge Quarter stretches to over 700,000 sq 
ft, providing a state-of-art office setting with  
a wealth of health and wellbeing amenities.

The 11-storey building combines modern office 
settings, including formal and informal meeting 
areas and auditoriums.

A wellness centre offers staff access to a gym, 
swimming pool and indoor multi-purpose sports 
hall. A rooftop garden stretches over multiple 
storeys and the building offers a variety of cafés 
and restaurants to cater to occupants.

Integrating a ‘smart building’ infrastructure 
into the design to improve comfort and energy 
efficiency, the project is aiming to achieve 
BREEAM Outstanding and LEED Platinum 
certifications.

Client  Google
Architect  Perkins and Will
Project Manager   Turner & Townsend 
Services  Hoare Lea

Partner view Russell Weir
“This really is a once in a lifetime scheme! With a brief to 
build the best office in the world, this is a genuinely fun 
project to work on with Perkins and Will and an informed 
and enthusiastic client team. There are so many unique 
and forward-thinking aspects to this project that challenge 
the traditional views of workspace design.”

London’s independent construction cost advisors 11
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17 Charterhouse Street
The substantial development of Anglo American and  
De Beers new headquarters includes the redevelopment 
of existing offices to provide a new flexible workspace, 
specialist diamond facilities, catering and staff amenities.

The 200,000 sq ft scheme consists of a complete strip  
back to the structural frame of the original building, 
followed by the addition of extensions, new cores, 
receptions and recladding to create a contemporary 
landmark building, bringing the historic business back  
to the heart of London’s jewellery community. 

Client  Anglo American and De Beers
Architect  MCM
Project Manager Buro Four
Services  GDM Partnership
Structure  Ramboll

Partner view Niall Aitken
“Anglo American and De Beers is returning to 
Charterhouse, the home of London’s diamond 
trading. It has been a privilege to work with them 
and the rest of the team. This project typifies our 
heavy refurbishment and workspace experience 
which we have used to help guide the team 
towards a successful completion.”

Images: MCM

“exigere’s outstanding level of service, professionalism and follow 
through are unparalleled by any other QS I have worked with in the 
past.  The team has been an integral part of the project team and 
throughout every stage of its development cycle. The way exigere 
outlined the project risks and its commercial landscape translated into 
a meaningful value adding element contributing extensively to our 
strategy.  exigere has a consistent team-player mindset, an enthusiastic 
embrace of change, ability to work with minimal supervision and 
unwavering commitment to exceeding customer expectations.” 
Diego Henriques, Anglo American
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Partner view Russell Weir
“Three challenging schemes, all working in occupied 
environments and to very aggressive timescales. We know 
Sky’s Osterley campus very well having worked there for 
nearly a decade and are proud to have helped Sky achieve 
this award-winning work environment.”

Sky UK
The refurbishment of three sites within Sky’s Osterley campus includes 
office space, new broadcasting studios and audio visual editing suites.  
To facilitate these works, structural alterations were required to the 
existing viewing theatre over multiple phases without disruption  
to live broadcasting. 

Client  Sky UK
Architect  M Moser Associates / Jackson Taylor & Company 
Project Manager  Fulkers Bailey Russell 
Services  Arup / IDE / Jonathan Hart Associates
Structure  Knapp Hicks

Partner view Niall Aitken
“Cottam House is our first project working with  
Endurance Land. This is just one of our projects to  
achieve planning consent via a virtual planning committee,  
a great achievement.

“I have an attachment to this building as it’s the second 
 time I’ve been involved with its refurbishment and it’s great  
to see how the scheme has changed over time.”

Cottam House
This scheme for Endurance Land will see the 
comprehensive refurbishment of an existing 
Victorian warehouse in King’s Cross, which forms 
part of the Regent Quarter estate. The space will 
be transformed into a design led workspace with 
flexible ground floor units set across three floors, 
embracing the existing building’s character. 

The two upper floors will provide contemporary 
work and breakout space, whereas the ground 
floor will provide a cutting edge retail offering, 
alongside a food and beverage unit for both 
building tenants and the public.

Client  Endurance Land
Architect  Barr Gazetas
Interior Design  Untold Interiors
Project Manager  Northland PM
Services  SWECO
Structure  Heyne Tillett Steel

Image: Simon Kennedy 

Images: Untold Interiors
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In considering this question we have drawn some 
comparisons with the teamworking models of 
‘Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing’ 
which track performance of a team over time. 
Some aspects we are beginning to understand 
better are: 

• Completed buildings which are being used 
by occupiers. 

• The development of shared understanding 
of goals and processes between the client, 
designer and contractors. 

• Feedback from clients on what types of space 
‘sell well’ or attract revenue. 

Above all, we have data. We thrive on information, 
firstly to verify our cost models and inform our 
clients’ budgets, and secondly to work out where 
value decisions can be made on a project. The 
challenge is always to collect, analyse and then 
re-employ data efficiently.  

We look to see how we can improve our service, 
but at this stage our knowledge of coworking is 
most likely in the ‘Storming/ Norming’ phases, 
where we begin to see value decisions made over 
multiple projects. 

Coworking as a disruptor 
The next stage of benchmarking is reviewing 
elements in more detail to understand building 
efficiencies, such as: 
• What is GIA and NIA on a coworking building? 

Whilst it is true that the majority of the 
coworking within a building takes place 
within the traditional Category B fit out 
areas, the skill of a coworking company is to 
monetise the previously less attractive areas 
of the building, such as basements.  

• Are viewing costs on a £/sq ft relevant 
on a coworking project? With coworking 
companies’ appraisals focusing on desk 
numbers, there is an argument that costs 
should be appraised on £/desk also.  

• Data is key, not just cost, but quantities. 
Quantities are key to understanding how 
to develop relationships with future supply 
chain members and how the supply chain 
can fit into development pipelines. 

Who does what? 
The fundamental question is who is going to 
design the project and from what point? Due to 
the competitive nature of the sector and desire 
to complete quickly, a turnkey approach becomes 
attractive, but it is not the only way. 

Under the turnkey approach, all design from 
concept will be completed by the contractor. A 
developer may choose to employ a monitoring 
architect, but the real decisions will be made 
by the contractor. The contract is likely to be 
entered into before the detailed specifications are 
available, so there is a great deal of trust that is 
placed on the contractor to realise the employer’s 
aspirations, and deliver them. An alternative is to 
employ a consultant design team until an early 
stage and then tender.   

We are used to being in control of the construction 
budget throughout the design stages. Our role 
is to steer client teams in the right direction to 
ensure the clients’ goals are met. Under a turnkey 
approach we effectively become ‘cost monitors’. 
Our role is to aid the contractor in their advice 
to the employer, to mitigate financial risks to the 
project. This can be problematic when contractors 
use different costing methods or are generally less 
willing to share detailed cost information. 
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Another attractive feature of the turnkey 
approach is the shortened design periods. The 
turnkey approach, however, relies on the fact 
that much of the design will be completed post 
contract with less intervention possible from 
the employer. The expected programme savings 
often do not materialise. The quicker speed also 
places challenges on the ‘design monitors’ who 
have to quickly review and analyse design.   

For experienced developers, it can 
be seen to be very unusual to go 
into contract with no Employers’ 
Requirements. Under the turnkey 
model, all design is effectively a 
contractor’s proposal.  

Coworking stakeholders 
As coworking projects begin to complete and we 
review lessons learned, we start to understand 
more of the differing considerations for the 
various stakeholders.  

Coworking companies 
Building partnerships: It is worthwhile investing 
time in preferred consultants so that they can 
quickly assess the clients’ needs. This enables 
the coworking company to be confident when 
pitching for buildings, etc. as they fully understand 
the viability of the project at the outset.  

Looking for small commercial wins: There 
is always pressure to reduce capital costs on 
coworking projects, but in most instances there  
is no ‘magic bullet’ to reduce cost. The team 
should be looking at ‘small wins’ throughout  
the packages. 

Designing flexibly: There is a challenge of not 
just designing for the present, but for future uses 
of buildings. In coworking spaces this is made 
more difficult by short lease terms and changing 
tenant requirements. To avoid consistently 
refurbishing coworking spaces, we must take into 
account the ability to divide and subdivide the 
spaces in the future. 

Landlord interaction: There can be huge 
benefits and a reduction in waste if the coworking 
company can affect the landlord’s basebuild 
design prior to construction. The time to agree 
the division of works between the landlord’s 
works and the fit out works should not be 
underestimated. 

Asking the right questions:  During viability 
studies, focus must be on the practical 
constraints that the base building has, or the 
opportunities it offers. This should always involve 
an understanding of the basebuild fire strategy, 
power, ventilation and space heating capacities, 
number of WCs and other amenities. 

Basebuild developers 
Futureproofing: It is not a new concept to 
consider futureproofing, but the requirements of 
coworking occupiers could make material changes 
to a development. In many cases, this may relate 
to oversizing basebuild plants, substations, risers 
and ducts or different use of amenity areas.  

Setting up basebuild contracts: A coworking 
opportunity may arise when the basebuild works 
are already on site. Omission of works from the 
basebuild contract can be problematic and take a 
long time to agree. It is sensible to build in some 
flexibility to omit works from basebuild contracts, 
such as the omission of the Category A works.    

What does the  
future hold for coworking? 
The future appears to indicate further expansion 
of the coworking sector. Flexible workspaces have 
continued to grow worldwide between 10-15% 
year on year and coworking companies have 
become more international. There are notable 
examples of US coworking companies moving into 
the UK, and similarly UK coworking companies are 
expanding throughout Europe.

Whilst flexible workspaces  
have been around for a long time, 
coworking spaces are still a 
relatively recent phenomenon. We 
have now moved into post completion 
on the first coworking projects we 
have been involved with and at this 
point we can evaluate ‘what we know’ 
about coworking. 

Image: Jonathan Banks

Image  Arnold House, 
see page 21 for more 
details
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“exigere brought experience and understanding 
of the flexible office market to the team and 
supported the project extremely well at a very 
fast pace. There appears to be a strong culture at 
exigere, every member of the team is easy to get 
on with, pragmatic and hardworking.”
Charlie Railton, Landsec

123 Victoria Street

Partner view David Happell
“We were delighted to work with Landsec in the delivery 
of its first MYO offering. It was exciting to see the concept 
evolve and for Landsec to share its vision on how offices 
are likely to be used in the future. The process from initial 
concept, through design evolution, procurement and 
ultimately delivery was smooth and a true collaborative 
effort from all parties; it was a pleasure.”

Client  Landsec
Architect  SODA
Project Manager  Belshaw
Services  Hive Consultants

This comprehensive office refurbishment scheme at 123 Victoria Street, 
creating 36,000 sq ft of dynamic coworking space, represents Landsec’s  
first coworking offer. The project involved complete fit out to create flexible 
workspace comprising a series of cellular offices, meeting rooms, ancillary 
support functions and breakout spaces set across two floors. 

A bespoke feature staircase links both floors to the communal areas with  
the large central atrium providing a focal point.

Image: Ed Reeve

Images: Matt Livey

Image: Collins Construction
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33 Broadwick Street 
Set in an iconic building in Soho, the 
transformation of the existing building involved 
the complete strip back to the structural frame 
to provide circa 50,000 sq ft of refurbished 
coworking office space across seven floors, with 
a new radio station transmitting from the ground 
floor reception and podcast recording studios at 
basement level. 

241 Southwark  
Bridge Road
The coworking space at 241 Southwark Bridge 
Road is the second Fora / Brockton Everlast 
offering ‘south of the river’. The space was taken 
from shell and core fit out, providing a range of 
premium coworking spaces, including meeting 
rooms, cellularised space and a ground floor café. 

Client  Fora / Brockton Everlast
Architect   Stiff + Trevillion
Project Manager  Blackburn & Co.
Services  Cundall
Structure Heyne Tillett Steel

Client  Fora / Brockton Everlast
Architect  Orms
Project Manager  Opera
Services  HPF

Image: Oktra

Images: Jack Hobhouse

Arnold House
Client  Fora / Brockton Everlast
Architect  Hassell / Tétris
Project Manager  Opera
Services  GDM

The substantial redevelopment of Arnold House, an existing commercial 
building in the heart of Shoreditch, comprised a remodel of the existing 
reception space, opening up into the former retail area at ground level. 
The upper floor levels were fitted out to provide high quality coworking 
accommodation and innovative new breakout space on the existing  
top floor terrace. 

Partner view Peter medland
“It has been extremely satisfying seeing our first projects with Fora and 
Brockton Everlast complete over the last 12 months. All the buildings have 
their own unique sense of place with consideration to the location and 
building style, and share the clients’ vision to provide workspaces which 
support collaboration, innovation and productivity.

I know from first hand experience the effort and attention to detail 
that Fora and Brockton Everlast put into these projects and this clearly 
translates into best in class buildings.”

Image:  Jonathan Banks

“Against an abnormally high volume of 
change requests and contractor valuations 
thereof, exigere calmly, consistently and 
forensically valued them all to allow me as 
client to agree a fair and reasonable final 
account settlement. The main contractor’s 
confidence in the objective and impartial 
appraisal of change by exigere were 
critical to the completion of the project.”
Nick Corbyn, Fora
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A lot has happened in our residential team since 
we published our last version of Developing 
London. We have added new faces to the team 
and our experience and scale of residential 
projects has increased significantly.  

We are now responsible for the cost management 
of over 500 residential units in London and the 
South East. These units are being provided under 
a wide range of tenures (Build to Rent, affordable 
housing, co-living, private sales and strategic 
masterplanning) and delivered through different 
procurement strategies and delivery models. 
This is in addition to our extensive work with local 
authorities carrying out viability assessments.

Our team of specialists has been boosted by the 
addition of Adam Williams and Philippa Brown, 
who have both joined the team in the past 12 
months, both coming to exigere from other well-
established QS practices.

Adam has been specifically recruited to help 
expand the residential offer here at exigere. 
He has over 16 years of residential experience 
in central London working with a number of 
major residential developers. Alongside partner 
Niall Aitken, they are both pushing to grow the 
residential team over the coming years.

“There’s always been a wealth of residential 
experience in the business,” explains Niall, “we’ve 
worked on a wide range of projects for private 
developers, housing associations, co-living and 
student accommodation providers.

“Whether it’s a full turn-key service, individual 
feasibility studies, viability assessments or 
creating complex procurement solutions, we’re 
very proud of our track record but we also know 
we can grow in this sector.”

Some of our key projects include Bear Street, 
Alkerden, Alconbury Weald, Mill Street, Castle 
Lane, St. Pancras Commercial Centre and 
Benjamin Street.

Our Benjamin Street project for The Girdlers’ 
Company recently completed with 7,000 sq ft  
of high quality residential space on the fourth  
and fifth floors. 

Also, our longstanding involvement with 
Urban&Civic’s Alconbury Weald project 
is currently delivering 101 houses and 37 
apartments of competitive but design-led 
residential accommodation.

“We have a combined wealth of residential 
experience in our senior team” adds Niall. “Nigel 
Hawes has led university campus schemes and 
numerous mixed-use projects with high-end 
residential accommodation. Tony Catchpole 
previously led Rider Levett Bucknall’s residential 
team delivering a number of high profile 
regeneration led schemes. Individually, we have 
all delivered a number of residential projects, 
however, Adam joining really adds to what we 
can offer. He brings a first-class back catalogue, 
senior level experience and will help us focus on 
the market. Adam has worked with most, if not 
all of the major developers, delivering projects of 
all shapes and sizes, from prime developments 
to large scale regeneration, both cost-led and 
design-led schemes, including towers.”
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“I worked on Mayfair Park Residence on Park 
Lane constructing 17 apartments, some of the 
most expensive real estate in London with views 
towards Hyde Park.

“I’ve been lucky enough to work with some  
great clients and project teams that have stood 
me in good stead. Projects are often joint 
ventures involving different nationalities and 
cultures, you have to be able to adapt and expect 
the unexpected.”

The residential market is very 
interesting right now with some key 
challenges, plus emerging markets 
and technologies that could have a 
major impact. We’re very keen to be 
part of the discussions around these  
exciting developments. 

We speak to Adam about his move to exigere  
and some of his key experience in the  
residential sector.

“Joining exigere has been really good. After my 
first interview I was confident this would be the 
right place for me. The size of the practice, the 
culture and a young, bright crowd that want to 
succeed - it seemed like a good fit. 

“There’s also a great opportunity to 
grow exigere’s residential sector. 
With a strong group of partners 
with good connections to the market 
in London, Some interesting new 
projects have already materialised, 
and some familiar ones, which you  
get in a small industry. 
“Perhaps my ‘headline project’ over the last  
few years was Embassy Gardens in Nine Elms,  
London, for Ballymore. It’s a collection of buildings 
ranging from 8 - 25-storeys surrounding the new  
US Embassy. It’s a premium scheme which includes 
detailed handset brickwork, very rare on a 25-storey 
building, to create more depth in the façade. We 
value engineered it through workshops, moving 
windows back and creating brick piers to  
achieve Ballymore’s budget. 

“The other major challenge was to deliver a  
world-first sky pool; an acrylic swimming pool 
spanning two buildings at level 10, which is in its 
final stages of manufacture. It is being delivered 
through Reynolds who built the world’s largest 
aquarium in a Berlin hotel. 

“Working on a world-first is where being accurate, 
calm and assured comes in. Like any big scheme, 
you’ve got to put the right time and effort in 
to come out with the right answers. Delivering 
bespoke, design-led solutions means you’re 
working with people who want to deliver the best 
stuff in London. It’s an on-demand job at that 
stage. Clients want access to their consultants 
when they need them.  

“Other Ballymore schemes include Wardian,  
two 50 and 55-storey towers in Canary Wharf  
and some early cost planning for their Millharbour 
Village nearby. It’s always exciting working with 
tall towers. From a structural point of view, it is 
interesting seeing what works, what doesn’t,  
and what you have to be aware of. Every building 
is different and needs to be reviewed on its  
own merits. 

Alconbury Weald   Image: JTP

BEAR Street
Image: Orms

Benjamin Street
Image: AHMM
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Bear Street
This residential and leisure development at 
Bear Street includes nine luxury apartments 
located in the heart of London’s Leicester Square 
on a restricted site with no direct vehicular 
access. The mixed-use scheme will also include 
restaurant use at lower level, a replacement 
retail kiosk and re-configuration of the  
existing basement. 

Partner view Niall Aitken 
“This is our first project with Mission Street and involves  
the demolition and new build of nine residential apartments. 
The key to this project is logistics given its location on 
Leicester Square. The team has successfully collaborated  
to ensure the optimum selection of materials and  
approach to construction.”

Client  Mission Street
Architect  Orms
Project Manager  Ashfold
Services  Thornton Reynolds
Structure  Elliott Wood

Images: Orms

Alkerden
The development at Alkerden will provide a 
total of 400 homes, both private Build to Rent 
and affordable, along with retail and community 
facilities. This phase of the development will 
provide the market centre as part of the Garden 
City proposals. 

Partner view Niall Aitken 
“Alkerden is part of the new Ebbsfleet Garden City 
in Kent. The scheme involves 400 new homes and 
community buildings. Our masterplanning and 
large scale residential experience is supporting 
the team to deliver the right solution.” 

Client  Henley Camland
Architect  HTA
Project Manager  HUSH Project Management Ltd
Services  TÜV SÜD
Structure  Walsh

Images: HTA
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Mill Street
The Mill Street scheme involved the comprehensive refurbishment of an 
existing office building into a 9,500 sq ft co-living space for 28 apartments 
in central London. The development was designed to promote ‘well-living’, 
maintaining elements of the building’s original period features and comprising 
a spacious communal living room, a shared kitchen and bar area and  
self-contained studios, each offering a shower room and kitchenette with 
bespoke joinery using natural and sustainably sourced materials.

Partner view Dan Fryer
“When David and Ben first got in touch, we were 
delighted they selected us to support them 
as they embarked on their journey to reinvent 
the urban living experience. We look forward 
to supporting them on future endeavours and 
following the success of this first venture.”

Client  Mason & Fifth
Architect  Stiff + Trevillion
Project Manager  Capital and Provincial
Services  GDM
Structure  Akera Engineers

Images: Nicholas Worley 

Castle Lane
The adaptive reuse and refurbishment  
of this residential scheme in Westminster’s 
Birdcage Walk Conservation Area included 
single storey roof extensions to purpose-built 
accommodation built in the 1880s, to provide 
89 high quality affordable homes, along with a 
generous private home in a former  
working men’s club.

Partner view Dan Fryer
“This represents our seventh commission with Landsec, 
including completing its office relocation in 2017. As well as 
enabling us to demonstrate strength and depth in terms 
of our sector experience beyond office refurbishment and 
workplace schemes, this exciting project will provide best in 
class affordable housing within Westminster.”

Client  Landsec
Architect  Henley Halebrown
Services  TÜV SÜD
Structure  Clarke Nicholls Marcel

Images: Henley Halebrown
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Over the past year, investment into the  
UK healthcare real estate market has grown ever 
more international. In 2019, we saw capital from 
the US, Europe, the Middle East and Asia now 
competing with domestic money for  
buying opportunities. 

£3 billion was invested in healthcare in 2019  
(up from £1.5 billion in 2018) with approximately 
two thirds of that investment in private 
independent hospitals.

A 185% increase in NHS outsourcing to private 
providers in the last year has helped to generate 
a third of private healthcare income and fill gaps 
caused by a reduction in private healthcare 
insurance uptake and lower incomes from the 
international market in London.

Future Government policy will be keenly watched 
to see how they structure future NHS spending 
and whether this level of private support for the 
NHS will be maintained or continue to grow.

Considering primary care, the current NHS GP 
estate is not fit for purpose due to chronic under 
investment, with 70% of GP surgeries considered 
too small and over 50% receiving no investment 
or undergoing refurbishment in the past ten  
years according to a British Medical Association 
(BMA) survey. As a result, approximately two 
thirds are below current NHS standards.  

As advocated by Sir Richard Naylor in his 2017 
NHS Property and Estates Review, private  
funding / delivery of the facilities required to 
resolve this issue will generate opportunities in 
the private healthcare market. 

In central London there has been a growing 
demand for space from private healthcare 
providers with the likes of Ambulatory Surgery 
International, Cleveland Clinic, Mayo Clinic and 
Scheon Clinic entering the market by delivering 
major schemes in recent years, in addition to 
longer term providers such as HCA Healthcare UK 
continuing to deliver and expand their estates.

Conversion of offices to healthcare
Due to increased demand in the healthcare 
sector in London, the refurbishment of offices 
to healthcare facilities has risen and has the 
following benefits over a new build approach:

• Availability of sites within the best areas of 
London are more likely to suit refurbishment 
or fit out of an existing space than new  
build schemes.

• Shorter programme resulting in quicker 
availability of space and faster return  
on investment.

• Better value for money.

Key considerations at the due 
diligence stage are:
Planning and change of use
Change of use application adds risk and 
complexity to the planning process. A review 
of planning strategy should be undertaken to 
ascertain adversity or desirability of D1 use.

Building regulations
Under building regulations, D1 uses cannot  
have combustible materials in the envelope if  
the building is over 18 metres. Surveys of the 
existing cladding would be required to ascertain 
any requirement to replace any combustible 
materials as part of the development.

Fire strategy
Reviewing requirements to amend the building 
fire strategy to suit progressive horizontal 
evacuation and floor by floor compartmentation 
required by healthcare compared to office fire 
evacuation strategies.
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Healthcare market context
Real estate assets have traditionally provided 
a good, long term annuity match, but changing 
occupier behaviour in retail and offices is 
leading to shorter leases, just as the need for 
long term income is rising. Healthcare real 
estate continues to offer the longer term 
lease lengths and inflation-linked rents that 
pension funds find so attractive.

Specialist equipment compatibility  
and flexibility
The size and weight of equipment can vary, 
and options can be constrained by the existing 
building. Consideration of the access route for 
transport and installation of specialist equipment 
during construction and in occupation is  
required early on.

Vertical transport strategy
Reviewing the availability of dedicated lifts 
and whether they are big enough to suit any 
requirements for transport of patients, equipment.

Clear slab to slab height
Optimum clear slab to slab height range from 
4.2m+ for imaging rooms or theatres with 
outpatients or consultation from 3.0m+. Lesser 
heights for both can be accommodated but will 
result in added cost and or loss of efficiency to 
cater for the MEP services compromises that will 
be required.

Mechanical and electrical systems
Compared to offices, there is a likely requirement for 
greater provision of air and increased segregation 
and filtration of the air systems. Power requirements 
are also likely to be higher and the ability to increase 
power provision within the building needs to be 
ascertained early in the process. It is important 
to review the availability of space for additional 
plant in the due diligence period and undertake 
sensitivity analysis of the business case related to 
any loss of net area if it is required for plant.

Indicative construction costs
The following key issues can affect the 
outturn cost of a facility:
Brand standards: The bar for private hospitals 
continues to be raised and aligning more to high 
end hotels, both in terms of communal front of 
house areas and recovery rooms.

Functional uses: The mix and density of 
functional uses will impact the £/sq ft especially 
the proportion of specialist functions such as 
operating theatres, imaging suites and the like.

Presence of other tenants within the building: 
Impacts the ability to utilise the base build 
MEP systems and can constrain required 
modifications to the base build structures.

Individual clinicians’ requirements: Whilst there 
are general standards, the requirements of the 
clinicians utilising the space and equipment will 
drive the design solution for a facility and this can 
vary the outturn cost.

Efficiency of floorplate: Influences the utilisation 
of the space and the density to which it can be 
occupied. This can affect both the construction 
cost and the income generation of a space.

Existing structures risk: Refurbishment of 
spaces, built and maintained by others, presents 
an inherent risk up until practical completion. 
Thorough surveys of the existing structures 
should be undertaken to enable the design to be 
fully coordinated and any adaptations factored 
into the cost and programme pre contract.

0 25 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 

Healthcare refurbishment benchmarking

Minor works up to full strip 
out of back to shell

-	Structural	modifications	to	enable	
risers, drainage, plant, etc.

- Supplementation or replacement 
of basebuild MEP system

-  New lift and associated structure

 Construction cost £/sq ft

Healthcare  
refurbishment benchmarking
The construction costs  
are based on:

Q1 2020 base date, central 
London location and competitive 
procurement route:

Fit out costs are based on NIA 
and exclude works to landlord 
areas other than the shell and 
core modifications identified 
separately.

Single function floor benchmarks 
are based on c.7,000 sq ft 
self-contained floor including 
reception, waiting, WC, change 
and staff facilities.

Mixed use facility is based on 
c.40,000 sq ft facility covering 
combination of functional uses 
with shared common facilities.

Construction costs only and 
excludes medical equipment, 
group 2 and 3 equipment, 
professional fees, site  
acquisition costs and VAT.

GIA 

NIA
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Soft strip out,  
Enabling works

0 - 25 £/sq ft

Shell and  
core modifications

0 - 100 £/sq ft

Diagnostics
350 -500 £/sq ft

Day surgery
400 - 550 £/sq ft

Imaging suites
550- 750 £/sq ft

Multi function facility
250- 500 £/sq ft

Consult,  
exam and therapy

200-300 £/sq ft



OneWelbeck
The project at OneWelbeck comprised the 
conversion of commercial offices into five floors 
of specialist, high end, private day surgery 
facilities providing imaging (MRI, X-Ray and CT), 
diagnostics, operating theatres, consulting 
rooms and recovery facilities in the fields of 
gastroenterology, cardio-respiratory, women’s 
health and orthopaedics.  

Works involved heavy refurbishment of an 
existing commercial office building including 
extensive structural alterations to provide a plant 
gantry, new lifts and risers with a constrained 
structure in addition to a high end fit out of the 
floors to provide the functional use. 

Partner view Nigel Hawes
“OneWelbeck is our first completed healthcare project 
as exigere and it has been exciting to bring together our 
partner led philosophy, experience of heavy cut and 
carve refurbishment projects, high end fit out and the 
extensive technical expertise that our MEP team have 
to deliver an exceptional facility for Welbeck Health 
Partners on this challenging scheme.” 

Client  Welbeck Health Partners
Architect  David Morley Architects
Interior Design  Marek Wojciechowski Architects
Project Manager  3PM
Services  Ramboll
Structure  Packman Lucas

Images:  Jack Hobhouse

61 Birkenhead 
Street
The project at 61 Birkenhead Street 
involves the refurbishment of a 
converted townhouse for the Breast 
Cancer Haven charity in partnership 
with Future Dreams, to help the 
charity to continue their amazing 
work, relocating them from their 
current base in Fulham to a more 
central location in King’s Cross. The 
works involve complete strip out 
back to frame, structural alterations 
and remedial works and fit out to 
provide therapy rooms, consultation 
rooms, a communal kitchen and 
administration spaces.   

Client  Breast Cancer Haven /  
Future Dreams 
Architect  AHMM
Project Manager  Steve O’Connor
Services  Integration
Structure  Bridges Pound

Partner view  Nigel Hawes 
“We were delighted to work with such an amazing 
charity to assist them with relocating and developing 
their new facility to help them continue to expand 
the great work they do supporting people through 
treatment and recovery from breast cancer.” 

Image:  AHMM
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“MEP stands for mechanical, electrical and public 
health and refers to the service systems of a 
building, the heating, lighting, air conditioning, 
fire alarms, etc.; how a building ‘works’ basically” 
explains Martin. “Occupants take for granted 
these elements of a building, but once they go 
wrong and there’s no power, fresh air or the 
toilets don’t work, you soon know about it. That is 
where good design and value come in. exigere has 
always included a specialist MEP service within 
its proposals. We believe seamless delivery of all 
elements is fundamental to project success.”  

Wade adds “Our added value comes from 
challenging designers and giving them a detailed 
cost baseline to work with from early on. As well 
as specialist knowledge and training, being a MEP 
quantity surveyor requires a genuine interest. 
You’ve got to want to know how things are put 
together and how they work with each other. 
Reading specifications, understanding drawings 
and researching terms in your own time is key. 

“It is important to understand what the client 
wants from their space and what their key drivers 
are; be it time, cost or quality. Based on this we 
can ensure our feasibility cost models are tailored 
to suit every project.   

“Our approach is to build costs up; this means  
to take the supply rate, labour time, installation 
rates and add the relevant mark ups rather than 
just applying benchmarked square foot rates.  
If you can only apply benchmark rates on a  
MEP system, you lose the knowledge of what is 
behind that rate. This can lead to cost issues later 
in the project.

Wade adds “I learned my trade in New 
Zealand and Hawaii with a focus on residential, 
masterplanning, university campuses including 
science and engineering blocks, and hospitals. 
With healthcare projects there is an integral 
ward-based knowledge that’s imperative. 
You have to consider cleanliness, storage of 
medical gases, standalone cooling systems for 
equipment. It’s still pipes and wires but with a 
much more forensic approach.”

The MEP team has recently been bolstered by the 
addition of associate Alex Grocott who has over 
10 years’ experience of pure cost management.

Adding value 
Martin says: “At exigere, we often say ‘it is not 
unusual to save our fee every month on a project’; 
on most projects we can achieve this on the MEP 
systems alone. We have developed our own 
specific cost plan templates, which enables us to 
cost the basic parts of the MEP systems quickly 
and easily. We can then focus time on finding the 
buildings’ anomalies and nuances; that’s where 
value is added. 

“I’ve also been involved in Bloomberg’s London 
headquarters, Heron Tower, 100 Bishopsgate, the 
US Embassy and 25 Bank Street, the old Lehman’s 
building in Canary Wharf. 

“Whether it is offices, residential schemes, hotels, 
leisure, the arts - it all comes back to the way we 
build systems up. If you know how to build an 
entire system from scratch, like a med-gas or 
vacuum drainage system, you are unlikely to get 
your assumptions wrong. That’s where we get  
our confidence.” 

We talk to exigere partner Martin Broughton 
and associate Wade Pasfield on the importance 
of specialist and knowledgeable MEP quantity 
surveyors to create successful projects. 

“There are huge savings to be made by the  
correct understanding of the systems and there’s 
a lot that can cause costs to spiral; specifications, 
performance and building restrictions are the 
most common. Anyone can suggest the ‘Rolls 
Royce’ of each system, but we continuously drive 
value by challenging the need or choice of each 
system. Quite often similar performance can be 
achieved with a lower specification and that can 
save a lot of money. 

“We work closely with the MEP design consultant, 
sub-consultants and the whole of the design team, 
keeping them focused on providing value. We like 
being the eyes and ears of our clients when it comes 
to all things MEP. Being able to understand and 
question the design, explain options and enable 
clients to come to a decision quickly is invaluable.” 

exigere experience 
Our MEP team, led by Martin, supports on all 
projects in line with the project requirements.  
“Wade and I have worked on all of the projects at 
exigere, to a greater or lesser degree, for a number 
of years. Due to the team’s diverse experience we 
are well placed to provide specialist advice on a 
whole range of projects types. 

“My back catalogue of standout projects includes 
the Royal Opera House, Terminal 5 at Heathrow 
and being part of the team on the London Olympics. 

“We sit with design teams to 
understand their approach, including 
any requirements for BREEAM and 
WELL standards, look at all options 
and eliminate those that just aren’t 
going to work financially. We ensure 
we give this the right amount of time, 
because if we don’t do this, things 
start to slip through the net. 
“It’s about building relationships, be it with 
engineering consultants, suppliers or  
sub-contractors, and keeping on top of 
technological developments, as well as guidelines 
and government regulations. That, in addition to 
experience and know how, is how we make sure 
our clients’ projects are ahead of the game.” 

SMART buildings 
Looking to latest developments, and ‘the future’, 
the big game changer is smart buildings. It 
involves using automated technology, sensors 
and the cloud to monitor, control and manage 
the building systems, including water, heating, 
lighting, air conditioning, fire alarms and security. 
Sensors monitor and allocate resources to the 
parts of the building that are in use, in real time. 
The building also stores large amounts of data 
about how it is being used. A smart office will 
help manage you, and the building, for maximum 
efficiencies and usability. 

Not only is this designed to make buildings 
‘greener’, more sustainable, energy efficient 
and cost effective, it is designed to make its 
occupants more productive, with all the systems 
programmed at a level to make occupants 
perform well. 

“For end users,” Martin says, “a single app will 
provide access to buildings and direct you to 
available desk space, touchdown or breakout 
areas. You can book and be directed to available 
parking spaces or meeting rooms, plan your 
canteen visits when there are no queues, and 
even pay for your lunch”. 

The MEP team at exigere has the knowledge 
and experience to bring something extra to any 
project team and work tirelessly to ensure every 
project gets the best MEP systems installed 
within the budget. 

Images

Top: 241 Southwark  
Bridge Road, see page 20 
for more details

Lower left: 123 Victoria 
Street, see page 18

Image: Collins Construction

Image: Oktra
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Carbon offset payment based on 
300 tonnes per year

Part L 2013 reduction 

Carbon	offset
on site
off site£ 
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heat effect, greater emphasis will be placed 
on exploiting opportunities such as building 
positioning, glazing, solar shading and passive 
ventilation. Where the development cannot 
achieve net zero carbon through on site measures, 
then a carbon offset payment can be made, 
calculated over a 30 year period.  

The rate of the offset payment is due to  
increase from £60 per tonne per year to £95 
per tonne per year. This means carbon offset 
payments are increasing and initial capital costs 
increase to achieve the required 35% reduction 
from Part L 2013. 

The new London Plan consolidates its previous 
ambitions for improved energy efficiency, air 
quality and futureproofed sustainability. 

Orbiting around a ‘be clean, be lean, be green’ 
policy, the new draft London Plan is a broad 
outline of the Mayor’s agenda to create a 
smarter, healthy city. The plan introduces 
a series of energy initiatives to improve the 
capital’s environmental interests. This will require 
developers and design teams to be dynamic and 
open-minded in meeting the challenge. 

The plan’s key focus points are:

Net zero carbon targets for 
developments, new or existing / 
in use or embodied
Major developments should now be net zero 
carbon, with a minimum on site reduction of 
35% in carbon emissions, with domestic and 
non-domestic spaces expected to achieve a 
respective 10% and 15% improvement on Part L 
requirements through energy efficiency alone. 
Combined with concerns around London’s 
climate, population levels and urban island 

Graph based on ‘Electricity Generation by Technology’ (BEIS 2017 update)
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pros of heat pumps Cons of heat pumps
Meets the 35% carbon 
emissions reduction 
target

Less efficient in winter 
due to low Coefficient of 
Performance  
(COP) levels

No impact on local air 
quality

Higher capital cost 

Potential to reduce area 
of riser and plant space 
within the building 

High refrigerant volume 
in heat pumps

Highest carbon savings 
using SAP10

Less maintenance

Lower running costs

 

Removal of on site combustion  
and installation of zero emissions 
alternatives
The Greater London Authority (GLA) has adopted 
the draft Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) 
10 which requires a sharp decline in the level 
of carbon emissions associated with electricity 
drawn from the National Grid, nullifying many of 
the carbon-saving benefits of CHP. A combustion-
based technology, the impact of Combined Heat 
and Power (CHP) on local air quality sees it drop 
further in the hierarchy compared to electric 
systems that produce zero local emissions.

This, alongside the GLA’s ambition for London 
to become net zero carbon by 2050, creates 
additional pressures on how secondary energy 
is generated on site. District heating networks 
are still the preferred measure to introduce low-
carbon and renewable technologies, however, 
design teams will now need to consider how to 
futureproof new developments. Heat pumps 
offer a potential solution as the electrically driven 
systems can operate at low temperatures and 
connect to existing heat networks that use 
varying heat sources. 

Energy storage to reduce reliance  
on the National Grid 
London’s increased reliance on electrically  
generated energy will see increases in carbon 
emissions and electricity prices during peak 
periods throughout the year. While building 
efficiencies can directly reduce demand, 
developers will be expected to further manage 
the burden of demand by introducing local 
thermal or battery storage, or smart systems. 

The greening of the grid places greater onus 
on reducing embodied carbon and assessing a 
building’s whole lifecycle. A scheme’s design stage 
offers the best opportunities to affect embodied 
carbon and, if not taken, savings are lost for the 
entire lifetime of the building.

Basis of Costs 

• GIA of 250,000 sq ft and NIA of 187,500 sq ft.

• Gas fired boiler and air-cooled chiller  
solution versus Air Source Heat Pumps 
(ASHP) to generate the CHW and LTHW. 

• Traditional 4 pipe Fan Coil Unit (FCU) MEP 
system for the CAT A.  

• Diesel driven sprinkler pump versus electrical 
pump with life safety backup.

• Excludes infrastructure upgrade works.

• Plant is located on the roof.

• Costs exclude main contractors’ preliminaries, 
OH&P and project contingencies. 

All Electric Systems 

£sq ft/GIA Total £

33.55 8,387,500

18.59 4,647,500

5.36 1,340,000

11.22 2,805,000

1.95 487,500

70.67 17,667,500

Traditional Systems 

£sq ft/GIA Total £

Mechanical and public health 30.76 7,690,000

Electrical 17.66 4,415,000

Sprinkler 5.18 1,295,000

Comms including BMS 10.82 2,705,000

BWIC 1.95 487,500

66.37 16,592,500

Case study  traditional vs all electric

We look at the implications the 
new London Plan will have and 
the potential impacts on cost for 
current and new developments.

Air quality neutral or air quality  
positive developments 
Clear evidence will be required to show new 
developments won’t have negative effects 
on local air quality, with larger developments 
expected to have positive outputs. Adoption of 
sustainable construction processes will minimise 
emissions. Special consideration will be required 
for works in air quality management areas and 
projects wishing to introduce elements such as 
biomass boilers will need to submit air quality 
assessments. Schemes will also be expected to 
influence local travel behaviours by implementing 
sustainable transport policies.
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We have extensive experience across 
all major sectors, however the office 
reinvention and office new build markets 
remain the backbone of our business 
and greatly contribute towards our 
portfolio of work

Office reinvention
Remodelling existing office space can 
prove a viable alternative to a new build 
scheme, with the benefits of less risk, 
less cost and shorter construction 
programme. Our experience ranges 
from minor refurbishments of 
single floor plates up to £150 million 
refurbishment schemes across London.

Office new build
Creating a viable and high quality 
new office development is extremely 
challenging given the current market 
conditions. We work closely with clients 
and designers to develop a commercial 
strategy that drives value, maximises 
efficiencies, mitigates risk and delivers 
certainty from inception to delivery.

“The team at exigere bring a very 
positive and helpful contribution to 
all projects. They feel like part of the 
design team rather than the client 
monitor. The openness with the design 
team really helps us to design to 
budgets and avoid duplication of work.”
Daniel Campbell, Stiff+Trevillion
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City gate HouseThe Featherstone Building

London wall160 Old Street

St. Pancras Commercial Centre

36-38 Berkeley Square

Harella House
Harella House is a comprehensive 44,000 sq ft office 
refurbishment which will inject new life into a Clerkenwell 
warehouse building to reposition it for the current market. 
Works include structural reconfiguration of the main 
entrance and core, window replacement, first floor roof 
extension and the construction of a new mezzanine at  
roof level. The project provides new Category A office  
accommodation whilst celebrating the unique characteristics 
of the original building, offering a unique blend of historical 
features with modern convenience and quality.

Partner view David Happell
“It has been great to witness the  
emergence of the refurbished Harella House 
after a comprehensive refurbishment. 
The Piercy&Company design provides 
exceptional quality throughout all areas of 
the scheme and seeks to maximise the value 
in the building by introducing light to the 
lower ground floor and expanding the office 
accommodation through the introduction 
of carefully considered extensions and a 
mezzanine perched in the roof space. A  
great team effort by all parties concerned.”

Client  Chait Investment
Architect  Piercy&Company
Project Manager  CBRE
Services  Elementa
Structure  Davies Maguire

Images: Davies Maguire
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Client  Brookfield Properties
Architect  Stiff + Trevillion
Project Managers  Jackson Coles
Services  Hilson Moran
Structure  Heyne Tillett Steel

City gate House
This major 226,000 sq ft refurbishment scheme 
of City Gate House in Finsbury Square includes a 
series of structural interventions to improve the  
vertical circulation within the building, as well  
as incorporating a series of rooftop and lightwell 
infill extensions. The scope of phases 3 and 4 
includes two commercial office blocks, both  
5-storeys tall which will deliver innovative  
new workspace. 

Partner view David Happell
“An exciting and challenging scheme, we are 
delighted to be working with Brookfield on 
one of their major development schemes. 
The product has evolved to respond to the 
unique characteristics and features of the 
existing building, which will be to the benefit of 
the end product, providing exceptional office 
accommodation supported by class leading 
ancillary and amenity areas.” 

Images: Stiff + Tevillion  

The Featherstone Building
The Featherstone Building is a substantial, mixed-use development 
next to Old Street roundabout which comprises the demolition 
of Monmouth House and the 173,000 sq ft redevelopment of 
an adjacent building on Featherstone Street. This multi-use 
building will provide a combination of high quality workspace and 
affordable office space, along with ground floor retail and a café.   

Partner view  Niall Aitken 
“It’s great to be supporting Derwent London’s 
latest offering to Tech City. Morris+Company 
has created a modern and flexible workspace 
that pays respect to the Victorian heritage of 
Clerkenwell and Shoreditch. This is an area of 
London we know very well and are proud to 
have played a part in its development over a 
number of years.” 

Client  Derwent London
Architect  Morris+Company
Project Manager  Blackburn & Co.
Services  WSP
Structure  Heyne Tillett Steel

Images: Morris+Company 
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36-38 Berkeley Square
The new building at 36-38 Berkeley Square in Mayfair, 
will provide a high quality office development  
including workspace, retail / gallery space at ground  
and lower ground floors and terrace gardens. 

Maximising the quantum of best-in-class office 
accommodation and contributing positively to the 
historically significant area of Mayfair, the new build 
development will create 87,000 sq ft of office space  
and plentiful outdoor terrace provision.  

Client  Astrea Asset Management 
Architect  Piercy&Company
Project Manager  Northacre
Services  Atelier Ten
Structure  Elliott Wood

Partner view Dan Fryer 
“After recently securing resolution to grant planning 
consent at Westminster City Council’s first virtual 
planning committee, we’re looking forward to 
delivering this fantastic building with the team on 
behalf of Astrea Asset Management.” 

Images: Millerhare

Partner view DAN FRYER
“We are delighted to be involved in this new 
development, alongside some great project 
colleagues, that will transform the area. We look 
forward to bringing this to site in early 2021.”

St. Pancras 
Commercial Centre

The 260,000 sq ft mixed-use development will 
create three new buildings to replace the existing 
light industrial units that make up St. Pancras 
Commercial Centre on Pratt Street.

A 7-storey office development will include 
118,000 sq ft of workspace, plus light industrial 
space and ground floor retail and a shared sixth 
floor terrace with a capacity up to 130 people. 
Residential elements include two separate blocks 
of 5 and 6-storeys with basements providing  
32 homes, 14 of which are to be affordable. 
Landscaped open space and a courtyard are at 
the heart of the development, with a pedestrian 
route running through the site.  

Client  W. RE
Architect  Caruso St John Architects
Project Manager  Blackburn & Co.
Services  Norman Disney Young
Structure  AKT II

Images: Caruso St John
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Clients Colleagues

Forming good working relationships with other members  
of the project team is key to delivering a successful project, 
so we are proud that many clients choose exigere when they 
are embarking on new projects. They choose us because 
they know and understand our approach and that we take 
pride in delivering successful projects across London.

“The culture at exigere seems to be very  
different to most cost consultants. They have  
a highly cooperative attitude and a proactive  
way of working that focuses on how to  
deliver quality and value.”
Harry Bucknall, Piercy&Company

3PM   3WA   5plus   AHR   Akera Engineers   Akita Komar Architects   AKT II   Alan Baxter   
Arcadis   Arup   Ashfold   Atelier Ten   Aukett Swanke   Barr Gazetas   Basha Franklin   BDG   
Belshaw   Ben Adams Architects   BGS Architects   Blackburn & Co.   Bluebottle   Bridges 
Pound   Buckley Gray Yeoman   Buro Four   Capital & Provincial   Caruso St John Architects   
Chetwoods   Clarke Nicholls Marcel   Cluttons   Coffey Architects   Constructive TPM   
Cousins & Cousins   Cowie Montgomery Architects   Cundall   Cushman Wakefield    
Daniel Watney   David Chipperfield Architects   David Morley Architects   Davies Maguire   
Dendy Byrne   dMFK   DP9   Eckersley O’Callaghan   Edge   Elementa   Elliott Wood   
Engenuiti   engineersHRW   EPR Architects   Eric Parry Architects   Estudio B   Estudio 
Cano Lasso   Fathom   Flatt Consulting   Fletcher Priest   Fulkers Bailey Russell   G.D.C. 
Partnership   Gardiner & Theobald   GDM   Gibson Thornley   gpad London   Hanover Cube   
Hassell   Henley Halebrown   Heyne Tillett Steel   Hilson Moran   Hive Consultants   HK 
Architects   HLW   Hoare Lea   HTA   Hurley Palmer Flatt   HUSH Project Management Limited 
Hutchison & Partners   IA Interior Architects   Ian Chalk Architects   IDE   IMA   Ingleby 
Trice   Integration   Jackson Coles   Jackson Taylor & Company   Jamie Fobert Architects   
Johanna Molineus Architects   Jonathan Hart Associates   JTP   Kempton Smith   KJ Tait 
Engineers   KKS   Knapp Hicks   KPF   LEASK ARCHITECTURE   Levitt Bernstein   Lifschutz 
Davidson Sandilands   Long and Partners   M Moser Associates   March & White   Marek 
Wojciechowski Architects   Marks Barfield Architects   MATA Architects   Max Fordham   
MBP   McBains   MCM   Mecserve   MoreySmith   Morris+Company   Morrow + Lorraine   MTT   
MWL   NDY   Northland Consulting Engineers   Opera   Orms   Packman Lucas   Paragon   
Parmarbrook   Perkins and Will   Peter Deer and Associates   Peter Marsh Consulting    
Piercy&Company   Pilbrow & Partners   Platform   Price & Myers    Ramboll   RED Engineering   
RISE   Rolfe Judd   Rougemont   Roz Barr Architects   Ryder   Scotch Partners   Sheppard 
Robson   SIR Solutions   SODA   Squire and Partners   Stanton Williams   Stiff + Trevillion   
Stuart Brown Partnership   Sweco   Symmetrys   TB+A   Tétris   Thornton Reynolds   Tigg 
+ Coll Architects   tp bennett   TPS   Trehearne Architects   Turner & Townsend   TÜV SÜD   
Twin and Earth   UNTOLD Interiors   Urban Projects Bureau   VOGT   vPPR   Walsh   Waterman 
Group   Watkins Payne   Woods Bagot   XCO2   XUL Architecture   Zaha Hadid Architects 
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Aberdeen Standard Investments   Adena Property Investment   AHMM    
Ambulatory Surgery International   Anglo American   Arab Investments    
Astrea Asset Management   Avison Young   Beauchamp Trust   Bespoke Property 
Consultants   Blossom House School   Breast Cancer Haven   Bristol & England 
Properties   British Council of Offices   British Land   Broadgate Estates    
Brockton everlast   Brookfield Properties   Caridon Group   Carpenters 
Workshop Gallery   CBRE   CEG   CHAIT Investment   Chiltern and South Bucks 
Strategic Partnership   Citygrove   Coin Street Community Builders    
Colony Capital   Consolidated Property Group   Credit Suisse   Crosstree Real 
Estate Partners   Crown Aspinall’s   David Zwirner   de Beers   DeepMind    
Derwent London   Dorrington   Doughty Street Chambers   Duchy of Lancaster   
Dukelease   Eastleigh Borough Council   Endurance Land   European Investment 
Bank    Exponent   Farfetch   Fora   FORE Partnership   Freshwater   Galerie 
Thaddaeus Ropac   GMG Property Developments   Goldstone   Google   Grant 
Property   Great Portland Estates   Greycoat   Helical   Henley & Partners    
Henley Camland   Investec   Ipswich Borough Council   IV Real Estate   Kajima 
Partnerships   King Edward VII Hospital   Ladbrokes   Landsec   LaSalle   Linkcity   
London Borough of Richmond upon Thames   M&G Real Estate   Make   Mason & 
Fifth   Maurice Investments   Melrose   MEPC   Mission Street   Nash Bond   Newmark 
Properties   NHS Trust   Northacre   Oxygen Asset Management   P&O Properties 
International   Pembroke   Places for People   Premcor   Qatari Diar    
Richmond Pharmacology   Royal Academy of Arts   Royal Borough of Kingston 
upon Thames   Royal London Asset Management   Savills   Second Home    
Select Property Group   Skanska   Sky   SRG   Stanhope   Stenham Limited    
Stone Real Estate   The Argyll Club   The Carlyle Group   The Crown Estate    
The Girdlers’ Company   The Mercers’ Company   The Row   The Royal Society of 
Medicine   The Shipowners’ Club   The Tower Limited Partnership   TheCityUK    
Tower Hamlets Council   Trafigura   Triglyph Property Consultants   Twitter   
Uppingham School    Urban&Civic   Vabel   W.RE   Welbeck Health Partners    
Weston Homes   Whitechapel Gallery   GR
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With thanks to debbiewilletts.com for the production of this magazine.
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exigere.co.uk

info@exigere.co.uk 

0207 920 3400 

Morelands | 5-23 Old Street  
London | EC1V 9HL

“exigere is best in class. Big enough 
to handle any project. Small enough 
to provide a high quality, client 
focused service. They are always 
an integral part of the project 
team, from acquisition of the asset 
and throughout every stage of 
its development cycle. I loathe 
recommending exigere, as I only  
want them to work for us!”

Sasha Lewis, W.RE


